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Apartment management company experiences 
simplif ied operations across its multiple 
locations with RemoteLock.
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Red Peak acquires, develops, and manages apartment 
buildings in Denver and along Colorado’s rapidly growing 
Front Range. The company’s portfolio includes more than 
30 apartment communities located in the most desirable 
neighborhoods in the area.

RemoteLock empowers Hospitality, Commercial 
and Multi-Family Property Management companies 
to remotely control and manage connected smart 
locks for any property. RemoteLock is responsible 
for opening and securing millions of doors annually, 
delivering access control solutions for companies 
around the world.  
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Red Peak’s Challenge

With 34 apartment communities and counting, the team at Red 
Peak knows the challenges that come along with keeping multiple 
buildings operations running smoothly and securely. 

When searching for a better way to manage security and control 
access across its multiple locations, a core challenge that Red 
Peak was looking to solve was to remove the need for community 
managers to be physically present at a property in order to grant 
access to residents, maintenance crews, and vendors.

 

The second challenge that required a solution was to reduce the 
time and resources spent on creating new physical keys af ter keys 
were lost, when new residents moved in or previous residents 
moved out.
 
And any apartment management company knows, it’s important 
that when residents leave and new residents move in, new keys 
and locks are made. This allows peace of mind for the new 
residents, ensuring that no one else has access to their new home. 

With maintenance, for example, it can be time consuming. Often 
times they have to stop by a main of f ice to get keys for access, 
they travel to the property to perform maintenance, then have to 
drive back to the main of f ice to return the keys.”

 – Red Peak Community Manager, Rob Pell.

Most buildings are on hard keys, so when residents are moving out 
we have to physically go to the buildings and change those locks. 
When new residents move in, we physically go to that building to 
change the locks as well. If we have a roommate situation where 
one is leaving, but one is staying, it’s the same thing; we need to 
change the locks. It takes a lot of time,” said Pell. 

“

“



The Solution

RemoteLock met with Red Peak to present a solution: connected 
smart locks combined with its EdgeState software platform. 

After considering multiple access control platforms, Red Peak 
chose to enlist RemoteLock’s cloud-based access control 
solution, EdgeState, to manage its residential buildings 
throughout its many locations. 

Red Peak began by installing RemoteLock hardware on 42 doors 
at one of its multi-family properties. And to date, the company 
has installed their smart lock technology in 12 of its 36 apartment 
buildings, outfitting over 1,000 doors with connected smart 
locks. Red Peak also has plans to expand connected locks to 10 
more locations in 2019.

The Results

Simplified Management

The ability to access and manage all of the company’s properties 
from a single online dashboard was attractive to Red Peak who 
now has upwards of 30 individual staf f members using the system 
daily to manage maintenance, resident access, and vendor 
access across all of its locations. RemoteLock has allowed Red 
Peak to empower its community managers and maintenance staf f 
with building access while providing each tenant with their own 
individual access.

“We have f ive urban living of f ices that use the system the 
most,” explained Pell. “Each of these f ive of f ices is responsible 
for managing multiple apartment buildings that don’t have a 
management of f ice onsite. With a maintenance team of about 20 
dedicated to those urban of f ices, and a community management 
team of 10, that equals 30 individuals who are in and out of the 
EdgeState software UI on a daily basis.” 
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The number one advantage 
with RemoteLock was that 
multiple managers can 
manage property access all 
from our desks.” – Rob Pell.

“
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Red Peak management is able to customize access and assign 
community managers, leasing agents,and maintenance crews 
with the individual access they need for their role. And with a 
master login, even head management can access any site at any 
time. 

“Our corporate management has access to come by and check in 
on sites at anytime, without the need to coordinate and schedule 
a tour with community staf f managers,” said Pell.

Time Savings

One of the largest benefits Red Peak has experienced since 
integrating with the EdgeState platform is saving time and 
experiencing ef f icient management of all properties.  

“With the RemoteLock solution, all connected sites are managed 
easily from our own desks,” said Pell. “This provides a huge 
time savings. Property staf f are able to simply update codes into 
the system, delete access, and assign new access and it’s all 
ef fective immediately. We’re no longer tracking where hard keys 
are, or who might have access.” 

Ease of access for vendors coming in and out of properties has 
also been a welcomed benefit. 

“From the one of f ice I’m at, for example, we manage nine other 
locations. If I have a carpet cleaner coming out to one of our 
locations, in the past they would have to come to the main of f ice, 
check out a set of keys, go over to the other property, clean the 
carpets, then come back to the main of f ice to check in the keys. 
Now with the RemoteLock solution, we can assign the vendor a 
temporary code and of f they go to take care of what they need to 
take care of,” explained Pell.

Freedom for Residents

Installing connected smart locks and integrating with EdgeState 
has been an attractive feature that provides more freedom and 
security for Red Peak residents. 

Provide housekeepers and 
maintenance crews with temporary 
codes that automatically expire.
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Residents have smart locks on their doors and are assigned their 
own personal codes. Each resident is also assigned their own 
code to enter the main building and access common areas such 
as mail rooms, rooftop patios and pool areas, and fitness centers. 

If a resident ever feels that their code has been compromised they 
can easily call the of f ice and receive a new code that is updated 
immediately. Residents are empowered with the choice to allow 
in house cleaners or dog walkers, for example, using their codes.

“Residents like it. Denver is a very active city. We have a lot of 
bikers and runners. When someone is leaving their house and 
they have a big set of keys to carry around it can be annoying. 
With their smart lock access, they don’t need to do that anymore. 
They can easily head out and go do what they need to do,” said 
Pell. 

Another added convenience of the power to assign access codes 
is at the time of move-in. If someone happens to be moving in 
at a time when the rental of f ice is closed, it’s not an issue. New 
residents are assigned their codes and receive their access 
credentials through email, and can enter the building whenever it 
is convenient for them. 

Red Peak also plans to use the system to allow potential future 
residents to view the property and apartment units on their own, 
opening access to self-guided tours. 

“We plan to feature self-guided tours where future prospects can 
go online, pick the available apartment they’re interested in, and 
go view it anytime,” said Pell. “People can receive a temporary 
access code to tour the apartment when an agent can’t make it, 
and we’ve gathered that people like the convenience of being 
able to view an apartment and make a decision on their own.” 

“We’ve gotten to the point where when we purchase a new 
property, we go into it knowing that we will be installing 
RemoteLock,” said Pell. And as time allows, Red Peak plans to 
retrofit existing properties with connected smart locks as well. 

“It’s been a nice system. We’re really looking forward to 
transitioning our already established sites over to RemoteLock. 
We look forward to continuing on.” 

As we continue to purchase 
buildings in the area, 
it’s now a given that 
those buildings will be 
outfitted with RemoteLock 
connected smart locks and 
the EdgeState platform,” 
said Pell.

“

Allow new residents to move in at 
their convenience, without having to 
hand of f physical keys.



Supporting Statistics

And the data supports the positive experience Red Peak has 
received so far is in-demand for multi-family properties.

According to f indings by Software Advice, smart lock technology 
was the second most compelling technology for residents.

“Smart door locks of fer a win-win for property managers. Your 
tenants will have improved peace of mind, and the transition 
between renters will be smoother for you. Gone are the days of 
changing out locks between tenants. With a smart lock, all that’s 
needed is reprogramming the code and you and your new tenants 
are good to go.” said Software Advice analyst Collin Couey.1

And Darren Wesemann, EVP & Chief Innovation Officer at 
Berkadia, believes “the overall trend in multi-family tech is ‘digital 
transformation,’ meaning the evolution of manual overhead into 
more ef f icient operations, elimination of paper, and adoption of 
frictionless processes.”
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Conclusion

Smart lock technology is the in-demand amenity for 
residents and multi-family property management companies. 

With the right centralized software solution that combines 
connected smart locks with ease of access control, more 
and more multi-family property management companies 
are realizing a better way to manage their sites that scales 
with their needs. With ease of control for managing who has 
access, to providing residents with freedom and worry-free 
living, smart access is here now, and will continue to be a 
must-have feature for desired residential locations. 

Interested to learn how EdgeState can integrate into your 
property needs? Contact RemoteLock today!

remotelock.com
sales@remotelock.com
1 (877) 254 5625

1Smart Apartments: What Technology 
Matters to Renters?, By Collin Couey, 
sof twareadvice.com.

2Multi-Family Tech Trends Shaping the 
Future, CREtech Blog, cretech.com.


